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Abstract: The geological aspects of tourism are much more extensive than just places to be viewed
and/or experienced. The terrain traveled is also a geological phenomenon and an attraction in itself.
For a hiker or a rider the type of trail is important. Features of the trail such as the gradient, altitude,
the soil qualities, the length and the vistas it affords are important geological considerations. The trail
as an experienced geological attraction, or should we say, the foundation for horse based tourism,
particularly long rides, is the topic of this paper. The research is based on different sources. Existing
data from earlier research on the Icelandic horse industry and equestrian tourism are used, as well as
eight interviews conducted for this study. Further, the authors use their personal experiences as riders
and horse tourists to reflect on the topic. Findings indicate that the riding trail and its surroundings
can be defined as geosites and equestrian tourists as casual geotourists. The trails as geosites have
different values for its stakeholders. The trails seem to have values such as scientific/educational,
cultural/heritage, scenic and touristic values, just as other geosites. Furthermore, we argue that
riding trails do have an economic value, as well as an emotional/romantic value.
Keywords: geotourism; riding trails; horseback riding; heritage; experience value

1. Introduction
Riding, as other modes of traveling, has impacts that various stakeholders interpret differently.
To a rider, the existence and condition of the trail signals whether the terrain is passable, it suggests
the speed and gait that the horse can maintain, the distance that can be traveled without rest and the
need for shoeing the horses. It is therefore an important issue in horse tourism, to know what kind of
trails riders prefer and to have access to trails that are both desirable for horses and people, as well as
being sustainable from a conservation point of view. For experienced riders the trail itself, the terrain
for riding is an attraction in its own right. Thus, we argue that the trail is a geotouristic phenomenon
as riders choose trails depending their geological qualities such as soil and landforms. Furthermore,
we argue that in horse tourism attention must be paid to geosite conservation and attraction.
Despite the above discussed importance of riding trails as a geotouristic phenomenon and as
a part of the experience of tourists traveling by horses, research on riding trails and different aspects
related to riding trails around the world is scarce. Trails have been defined as an important part
of the infrastructure for development of equestrian tourism and the horse industry in general [1].
The importance of riding trails as a part of tourist’s experience when traveling with horses has been
briefly addressed in earlier research [2,3]. It should be noted that here we are discussing trails both
constructed by humans and trails formed by the hooves of animals without riders.
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This research owes much to research on hiking trails. Annette Bischoff [4] for example, asked
participants in her study to define the phenomenon “trail“ or sti, in Norwegian. She concluded that
a trail is narrow, runs through vegetation and can have roots and rocks in the surface; it is not for
vehicle traffic; it inspires confidence/safety and a feeling of community; it is an opportunity for and
access to experiences and places; it connects past and present and places people in holistic context;
and that through our lives we carry within us trails that are either concretely paths to places we like or
a particular type of trail that we seek out wherever we go. Furthermore, that the materiality of the trail
is created in a nature–culture dynamic; that the trail and its materiality is formed by embodied and
social practice; experiences are embodied in the interplay of senses in meeting the materiality and that
the trail and its environment is in constant change under the volatile elements [4]. The point made
here about the materiality of trails leads us to consider the ‘geo’ as in geotourism.
1.1. Geotourism
The concept of a geosite is young and has been developing in recent decades towards a wider
approach than before, including tourism. The concept has been discussed and defined by a number
of academics including Ólafsdóttir and Dowling [5] who see geosites as tools for geoconservation
and rural development in vulnerable arctic environment as in Iceland. They further emphasize that
geotourism can have a role “to minimize the negative impacts of mass tourism in geologically and
geographically situated tourist environments” [5].
Geotourism has been defined as a sub-sector of nature tourism with its own issues, management
and impacts [6]. The geotourism concept was first introduced in early 1990s. First definitions focused
on the geosites, the landforms and the geological formations as the attraction, as well as its geotourists
and geoeducational potential [7]. More holistic approaches were developed later. Even in the early
definitions, some attention was paid to the presence of humans and the nature–culture connection
rather than divide—albeit as almost an afterthought: “Furthermore, landscapes and some geosites
provide for aesthetic values and cultural, historical and adventure tourism” [8]. The focus was
on the human as tourist in the geotourism equation, particularly the nature and adventure tourist
as geotourist.
As Ólafsdóttir and Tverijonaite [9] show in their review of geotourism literature the definitions
of geotourism have broadened to include the bios in the geo and to focus on the cultural heritage
of landscape. That is the focus is no longer only on geoforms as geological heritage. The landscape,
which is a cultural phenomenon, a heritage created by humans and animals for sustainable living in
the land. Trails are an example of such heritage landscape phenomena.
Despite the fact that geotourism is reputed to have a number of essential characteristics it is also
related to other forms of tourism as adventure tourism, ecotourism and cultural tourism [6]. Geosites
can be attractions both for passive recreation, as well as more active engagement [10] such as hiking
and riding. We have argued elsewhere that horse based tourism is simultaneously a form of nature
tourism [11], event tourism [12], adventure tourism [3,13], farm tourism [14], wellness tourism [13]
and cultural tourism [15].
Here, we do not extend the definition of horse tourism to geotourism as a special attraction,
but articulate that riders are casual geotourists and important stakeholders in the conservation and
use of geosites. The focus on stakeholders, such as the users of riding trails and the communities of
riders, horse farmers and the non-human actors in this case horses, answers to one of the main research
gaps identified [9].
1.2. Geosites and Their Values
Research on riding trails as a geotouristic phenomenon or a part of a geosite is limited as well as
on the value of geosites [16]. This research addresses the value of trails and its surroundings as geosites.
“Geosites [ . . . ] are the key localities for Earth sciences” and have been defined in different
ways [16]. Up to 21 types of geosites have been distinguished based on the subject matter [16].
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Thus, some geosites may essentially be points (e.g., small natural rock outcrop amidst otherwise
vegetated terrain), others can be linear (e.g., sections of river channels), and yet others may
encompass fairly large areas of natural features (e.g., fields of collapsed pingos or roche moutonnées)
or anthropogenic objects (e.g., large quarries) [16].
Further work on classification and definition of geosites rests on analyses of their interpretive
score and heritage value, that is, how well the sites afford visitors an understanding of geological
processes and what their potential is for visitation and conservation [17,18]. Another way to look at
this is to identify which value can be added and use for society, distinguishing between scientific value
and cultural values, such as aesthetic and/or socioeconomic [19].
Several kinds of geosite values have been identified in recent studies. Brilha [17] and Erikstad,
Nakrem and Markussen [20] are among the ones who have analyzed the scientific value of geosites.
Touristic, educational and cultural values are also mentioned [17] as well as geological and geoheritage
values [20] and scenic values [16]. The relations of those values are pointed out, particularly regarding
scientific and educational values on one hand and cultural and heritage values on the other hand [20].
The issue of visitor safety is addressed in a study on viewpoint geosites [16]. Despite the risk of
traveling by horses, the importance of the safety of riding trails for tourists in equestrian tourism
in Iceland has shown to be less than the importance of the trails being interesting, varied and
suitably long [3].
1.3. Natural and Cultural Heritage
Sustainable geotourism as other human activities cannot be conceptualized without reference to
the notion of heritage as that which present generations value from the past and wish to conserve for
the future [21]. The term heritage is perhaps more often associated with culture, and heritage tourism
research and development focuses on this. Yet there is a growing interest in natural heritage tourism as
part of nature-based tourism [21]. Nature phenomena are also subject to the discovery and invention
as heritage, even labelled as heritagization, which is not altogether uncontested as it may result in
the suppression of human activity and thereby harm local people [22,23]. Nature conservation areas,
national parks and protected sites are an important tool in the process of recognizing and meeting
diverse stakeholder needs and creating experiential and emotional value through heritage designation.
Geodiversity, as biodiversity, is subject to conservation efforts, necessitating classification and deep
understanding of geodiversity as an important factor in areal planning, land use and conservation
policies as well as principles for tourists and tourism operators [24,25].
This builds up to a more nuanced understanding of geoheritage, with the rising emphasis on
ecosystem services and cultural ecosystem services rooted in the biocentric understanding of humans
as part of nature, rather than outside agents impacting nature [26,27]. The European Landscape
Convention is an example of the conservation and resource management policies that take this as their
point of departure in defining landscape as “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the
result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” [28].
This ideology widens the concept of geoheritage considerably to include the built environment,
or anthropogenic objects, which partly at least, are made of local geological materials [17,26,28].
While the reader may first think of buildings as built environment, there are extensive infrastructures
such as the transportation network that make up much of the built environment. Roads, bridges,
airfields, harbors, and last but not least, trails made by humans and their domesticated animals, that are
part of geoheritage and vital infrastructure for tourism.
1.4. The Importance of and Issues around Riding Trails
Trails are of importance for different kinds of recreational activities and defined as important
infrastructure for activities such as hiking and riding. Considerable research on different critical
factors regarding hiking trails exists, as e.g., on trampling, disturbance, trail widening and deepening
and conflicts between different groups of trail users. Despite the rising number of horses in Iceland
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(about 70,000 in 2014 compared to about 30,000 in 1965) [29] and the prevalence of riding tourism [30],
research on riding trails and aspects related to them in Iceland is scarce. Equestrian tourism is one of
the most popular activities undertaken by about 15% of international tourists in Iceland with a high
record of visitor satisfaction [31].
The riding trail can be an anthropogenic object or it can be formed by animals without direct
human input. No matter how the trail has been formed, it is always a part of the landscape. Impacts of
recreational activities as hiking, mountain biking and horse riding on land can differ and depend highly
on soil and weather conditions. “Impacts include damage to existing trails, soil erosion, compaction
and nitrification, creation of informal trails and the spread of weeds and plant pathogens” [32].
The impacts of horse riding are mostly comparable with the impacts of hiking. Horses are however
heavier than humans are, and consequently, riding has greater impacts on trails as well as causing
stakeholder conflict with other users by their presence and their droppings [33]. Specifically, the
problems with droppings and trampling are defined as “nitrification of soil and waterways from horse
manure and the spread of weeds” [32]. Guidelines for minimizing negative effects of horse riding
in peri-urban nature reserve have been made in Australia [34] and management strategies for horse
riding in protected areas has also been created in Australia [35].
The importance of riding trails and other related infrastructure for travelers’ experience and
willingness to visit tourism destinations is recognised. Blackwell, Pagoulatos, Hu and Auchter [36]
estimated the value of multi-use trails by analyzing “individuals’ visitation behavior consistent with
a travel cost model” (p. 229) through a survey of 188 trail riders, that people bring their own horses to
a destination for riding. They found that improvement of trails and facilities for riders and horses was
likely to increase the number of revisits and length of stay of those visitors [36].
Lack of riding trails and/or accessibility to trails and lack of available information on trails is
among the factors affecting development of equestrian tourism and the experience of local residents
and visitors traveling by horse [1,37]. The importance of developing riding trails away from the vehicle
traffic has been pointed out. On one hand to increase the safety of riders (and drivers) as an increasing
number of drivers has limited knowledge about how to approach horses [1,3] and on the other hand,
to improve and enrich the experience of riders, including getting closer to nature and experiencing the
natural surroundings and landscape [15,37].
The importance of accessible riding trails has been emphasized in Iceland. To sustain old
traditional riding trails which have been formed in the landscape and used for centuries by generations
living in the rough and roadless Iceland, is seen as a part of cultural heritage and important for
the experience of domestic and international riders [38]. In Iceland “there are few environmental
impacts through equestrian tourism in national parks and protected areas” [39]. The main impacts
noted in a study on this issue in Iceland were that trails did become deeper and sometimes multiple
parallel trails were forming and that hay brought into the areas to feed horses did transfer seeds to
areas devoid of grass. The extent of the impacts varied between different protected areas [39]. It has
been pointed out that in a destination such as Iceland, where nature based tourism takes place in
“very fragile environments, good monitoring techniques becomes even more important” for managing
infrastructure as hiking trails [40].
In a strategy for tourism in Iceland in 1996, the importance of ensuring that riding trails
were developed with reference to environmental issues and in collaboration with governments
and local authorities, was defined as an important premise for sustainable development of
equestrian tourism [41].
The northwest part of Iceland, including Skagafjordur region, has a long history of equestrianism.
In the tourism strategy for Skagafjörður 2006–2010 the importance of historic riding trails is highly
emphasized as an opportunity for product development in tourism to enrich visitors’ experience [42].
The region has the highest ratio of horses per person in Iceland; 2.6 horses per person [30] and an active
horse industry at all levels of the value chain, including equestrian tourism [43,44].
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1.5. Experiencing the Trail
Research on trails has, to a great extent, focused on the impacts, in the tradition of placing
humans outside nature. Less has been done to research the experiences of trail users. Research on the
experiential value of trails for tourists is of importance here. While little is known about the experience
value riders have, the experience of hikers may offer some clues.
Nordbø and Prebensen [45] found that the three most important experience attributes identified
by hikers were physical and mental benefits and the physical attributes and facilitation of the trail.
That is the trail itself; finding it, keeping it and enjoying it are crucial factors in the experience of hikers.
Bischoff [4] calls the experience attributes types of access to nature and environment that is through
knowledge and understanding; a physical, embodied access; an aesthetic and an affective and spiritual
access (220). Nordbø and Prebensen [45] do not elaborate the facilitation and physical attributes of
trails in depth in their study, as their focus is more on the mental and physical benefits of hiking.
Bischoff [4] concludes that the experience that hikers have of nature through trails is emotional,
spiritual and mental, even transcendental. Furthermore, that it can be mundane and extraordinary and
that there is an absence of built elements in the environment. Feelings of freedom, balance and flow,
of relating and/or belonging in nature; of experiencing oneself, are the topics identified in her study.
A survey among Icelandic customers of horse tourism businesses showed correspondence
between overall visitor satisfaction and the quality of the riding trails where three criteria were
most important: Enjoyable, of suitable length, and variety [2]. It was surprising that safety of the trail
did not rank higher. The criteria are further elaborated in Sigurðardóttir and Helgadóttir [3]:
“Functionally, a trail must be passable and safe, the terrain firm and the path clear of danger
from other types of traffic. Aesthetically, it should be offering nice views, free from disturbing
noises, odours and with minimal discomfort for horses and people”.
Bischoff [4] found that different types of trails lead to different types of engagement; broad and
straight trails increase the speed of travel and shift the focus from the path taken while narrow, winding
trails make the traveler focus inward and downward to the path and its immediate environment,
thereby making for more of a nature experience.
Further research using qualitative methods sheds light on the meanings that riders attach to
those criteria.
1.6. The Terrain
Iceland is a volcanic island located in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It is 103,000 km2 in size. It has
been defined as the youngest country in Europe with “22 active volcanoes, 250 geothermal areas,
780 hot springs, and the world’s third largest ice-cap. It is one of the world’s most active hot-spots
with one-third of all the lava to surface on Earth in the last 1000 years being of Icelandic origin” [46].
Although volcano tourism is not particularly a subject of this paper it is worth noticing that “volcano
tourism is an important sector of geotourism, which includes the geodiversity and the geological
heritage of unique landscape features [10]. Volcanic landscapes are sites for geotourism, adventure
tourism, health/wellness tourism and ecotourism [10].
Bischoff [4] also found that the soil on the trail is an important attribute; soil types make
different noises, have different scents and feel different underfoot, while light and shadow, wind and
temperature affect the soil and the hiker. As the focus here is on the soil, as an aspect of trails, it needs to
be emphasized that volcanic ash and lava are, of course, prevalent in parts of the network of traditional
horse trails in Iceland.
1.7. Riding and the Native Horse as a Heritage
Native horse breeds exist worldwide. Horsemanship and equestrian tourism based on native
breeds has been described in Europe [47,48] and other parts of the world, such as in Nepal [49],
Mongolia [50] and Kyrgyztan [51,52]. But what is a “native breed”? “Their association with their
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homelands and native landscapes mark them as special, and the term “native breed” suggests
a naturalness removed from the conscious, “civilized”, aristocratic breeding programmes of the
18th and 19th centuries in Europe” [41]. Tourism where native horse breeds are used has gained
increased attention in recent years. Not least as it builds on the traditional use of the horse and of
riding trails, which relate to the local landforms and the history of communities and nations.
The Icelandic horse is a native breed in Iceland and the only horse breed in the country. It was
brought to Iceland during settlement and there has been no outcross with other horse breeds for
centuries. The horse is a purebred, gaited, and rather small riding horse [53]. Evans [48] sees native
breed tourism as part of cultural heritage tourism and a part of cultural landscapes. This is in line with
earlier findings of Helgadóttir [14] on the culture of traveling with horses in Iceland, suggesting that in
the culture of horsemanship there is a notion of breeding and training traditions for the Icelandic horse
as heritage that should be preserved, and this notion is also used in marketing horse-based tourism in
Iceland. The traditions of traveling with horses are an important part of this heritage as it is a very
popular aspect of horsemanship in Iceland [15].
It is worth noting that this emphasis on the native breed in the landscape of origin coincides
with the rising interest in local produce, slow living and slow travel concepts that call for experiential
authenticity in tourism landscapes. The arts more so than the sciences increase our understanding
of this.
Icelandic literature, particularly poetry and rhymes, the relation of rider, horse and landscape is
one of the topics often examined [15]. Hafstein [54] expresses feeling as if the mountains fly towards
him and the wind kisses his cheek as the horse gallops. Another romantic poet and a renowned
equestrian often used the image of the horse writing on the ground or on ice, with its gait [55].
In a historical poem about a flight, the horse is thanked for the escape through its ability to ride
a rough terrain—on good trails the game was even, but as they rode into the mountains, the heroic
horse takes the lead. It gallops without regard for crevasses, rifts, rocks and charges on in a thick cloud
of earth, lava and black sand [56]. The horse as a hero or a partner to a heroic deed by a human is
a phenomenon in horse cultures worldwide [11,57].
2. Methodology
One of the quality aspects we have investigated in horse tourism is what attributes of trails
the horse tourist in Iceland prefers. The questionnaire used in our earlier visitor surveys does not
lend itself to probing deeper meanings that respondents attach to the items, so that it is not quite
clear what is, for instance, meant by a trail being interesting [3]. Diversity and length are somewhat
easier to assess. The interviews with riders and horse entrepreneurs shed further light on the topic of
experiencing the trail and landscapes.
The research for this paper is longitudinal and based upon on interviews with domestic horse
tourists and horse tourism entrepreneurs. Here we summarize results on the topic of trail experience
from semi structured interviews with equestrian tourism entrepreneurs and horse farmers from
previous studies and add new interview material from domestic horse tourists, gathered for this article.
Further, the authors use their personal experiences as riders and horse tourists to reflect on the topic.
The interviews were semi-structured and analyzed by identifying themes, categories and relevant
items of information which are reflected in the headings of the findings. The sampling of this research
can be described as non-probability purposive sampling as the interviewees conform to the criterion
of being particularly knowledgeable about the issues under investigation [58]. The interviewees were
asked to describe their experience of riding different kinds of trails in variable landscape. They were
further asked to describe what kinds of trails they preferred when riding on one hand with tourists
and on the other hand by themselves.
As described earlier, data was gathered in three levels:
A.

At the first level, the main focus of the interviews was on horse tourism business
entrepreneurship, the people interviewed (horse breeders and horse tourism entrepreneurs)
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often discussed the trails and terrain for riding. The interviews took place at the respondents’
residence or place of business and were audio recorded and later transcribed. Respondents were
anonymized with fictional names. A total of 21 interviews were conducted at this level. In this
paper we have replaced the fictional names with a letter and number (e.g., A-1). Demographics
of the responding entrepreneurs can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographics of responding horse entrepreneurs (A).

B.

No

Gender

Nickname

Age

Professions in the Horse Field

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21

female
female
male
female
male
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
male
male
female
female
male
male
female
male

Margret
Erla
Steinthor
Emma
Jon
Viktoria
Helga
Eydis
Arnar
Indiana
Haraldur
Eva
Svavar
Kjartan
Holmar
Hildur
Sigrun
Ottar
Hermann
Katrin
Valur

50–59
60–69
50–59
40–49
50–59
30–39
50–59
40–49
40–49
20–29
30–39
40–49
60–69
40–49
60–69
40–49
50–59
40–49
50–59
50–59
60–61

Breeding, horse shows for tourists
Breeding
Riding tours, horse rental
Riding tours, horse rental, horse breeding
Breeding, training, riding tours, horse shows
Breeding, training, competing, riding instruction
Breeding, training
Breeding, riding tours, cultural tourism
Breeding, training
Riding tours
Breeding, training, horse tours, shoeing
Breeding, training, riding tours
Riding tourist, breeding
Horse shows for tourists
Breeding, training, riding instruction
Breeding, riding instructions, farm tourism
Breeding, training
Horse rental
Breeding
Breeding, training
Breeding

A convenience sample of 8 domestic horse tourists was approached in 2018, and asked to reflect
on the topic in writing. Only two questions were posed; “Please describe your experience of
riding trails and your preference for various types of trails”. The respondents are anonymized
by giving them a participant number (e.g., B-1). These accounts were gathered for this research
on domestic equestrian tourists in Iceland and in preparation for a survey among domestic
horse tourists in Iceland (Table 2).
Table 2. Demographics of responding domestic horse riders.

C.

No

Gender

Age

B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8

female
female
male
female
female
male
female
female

50–59
60–69
40–49
30–39
50–59
50–59
60–69
50–59

The authors also reflected on their own experience by writing short autobiographical accounts
of long distance riding, which are part of the results. These are anonymized C-1 and C-2 and
their demographics and background are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Demographics and equestrian experience of the authors.
No

Gender

Age

C-1

female

50–59

GeosciencesC-2
2018, 8, x FORfemale
PEER REVIEW 40–49

Background
Amateur rider and horse owner
Horse farmer, accredited trainer and hobby rider 8 of 16

3. Results
3. Results
Based on the literature review and our autobiographical reflections we came up with the
Based of
on trail
the literature
review
our autobiographical
reflections
came upyielded
with thethe
categories
categories
attributes,
trail and
experience
and the economic
trail.we
Analysis
further
of trail attributes,
experience
and the
economichistory
trail. Analysis
yielded
the further
categories
of
categories
of open trail
spaces,
experiencing
landscapes,
and heritage.
Further,
the category
of trail
open
spaces,
experiencing
landscapes,
history
and
heritage.
Further,
the
category
of
trail
attributes
was
attributes was broken up into different attributes such as rough, natural, constructed. The category
broken
up into different
attributes
suchas
asrespondents
rough, natural,
constructed.
The
category trail
experience
trail
experience
proved too
restrictive
speak
of not only
experiencing
the
trail, but
proved
too
restrictive
as
respondents
speak
of
not
only
experiencing
the
trail,
but
also
the
experience
also the experience emotions, the movement of the horse and the weather, to name a few topics
emotions, the
movement Hence,
of the horse
and the
to name
few topics discussed
as experience.
discussed
as experience.
we speak
of weather,
experiencing
and asubcategories
of experience
aspects
Hence, we
(Figure
1). speak of experiencing and subcategories of experience aspects (Figure 1).

Figure
Figure 1.
1. Riders
Riders in
in the
the highlands
highlands of
of Iceland.
Iceland. Photo:
Photo: Ingibjörg
Ingibjörg Sigurðardóttir.
Sigurðardóttir.

3.1. Trail Attributes
A recurring theme in the interviews is diversity,
diversity, the respondents want trails that are not uniform
but varied in terms of terrain, soil, gradient and the surrounding landscape. There is divergence in
preference
trails
(B-2).
C-1C-1
admits
“I guess
I’m more
of a flatland
rider”.
preference for
forhighland
highlandand
andmountainous
mountainous
trails
(B-2).
admits
“I guess
I’m more
of a flatland
The
trail
that
is
easy
on
horses
and
riders,
that
is,
soil
that
is
firm
yet
yielding
such
as
riverbanks,
rider”.
sandsThe
andtrail
mud
trails
are preferred
most.
Thethat
natural
trail,
explained
in yielding
more detail
below
is an ideal
that
is easy
on horsesby
and
riders,
is, soil
that
is firm yet
such
as riverbanks,
that many
refer
to.
sands
and respondents
mud trails are
preferred
by most. The natural trail, explained in more detail below is an
all therespondents
respondentsrefer
agree
idealWhat
that many
to.on is that trails for horses should be separate from vehicle traffic
and preferably
at respondents
a distance from
roads
and
other
What all the
agree
on is
that
trailstraffic.
for horses should be separate from vehicle traffic
and preferably at a distance from roads and other traffic.

3.1.1. Trail Experience
“I love it so much, it is such fun, everybody, everybody likes to take long rides and herd horses,
it is just such fun and you experience the land totally differently and I just love it!” (A-7).
Riding is a multisensory experience and our respondents talk often about sight, sound and touch
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3.1.1. Trail Experience
“I love it so much, it is such fun, everybody, everybody likes to take long rides and herd horses,
it is just such fun and you experience the land totally differently and I just love it!” (A-7).
Riding is a multisensory experience and our respondents talk often about sight, sound and touch
when describing how they experience trails. On horseback you sense “the scent of flora, of the soil
and of the horse” making for a complex experience. Further being outside, exposed to the weather
conditions, pleasantly as “the wind is tickling your cheek” (B-2) or as A-4, a horse tourism entrepreneur
recalls a trip: “The weather was horrible, as horrible as can be in Iceland, but we just took shorter rides
and proved to ourselves that everything is possible. Researcher: Is it part of the experience? It is part
of the experience, we are not only selling horseback riding we are selling Icelandic nature and the
horse in all its glory and a kind of moment that you can‘t plan. It just is, and we are catching it.”
C-1 talks about the sounds of hoofs on the trail; beating like a drum on firm riverbanks, the crunch
of the gravel on lava trails and the soft thuds on a dry mud trail in the tussocks.
Riding in nature also affords quiet, when you stop you only hear birds, breathing, wind and
water, “except maybe for a jet in the high skies” says Valur A-21, horse farmer, who claims that this
quiet connects him deeply to nature. Other respondents claim that the quiet in the mountain pastures
is a unique experience (A-16; B-2).
An important part of the experience is how far you ride and how long you stay in the saddle.
A-4 says that she has thought a lot about what is the perfect day trip or length of day in the saddle
to keep the experience enjoyable and safe. Particularly as accidents tend to happen at the end of the
day when horses and people are tired. She has as many horse tourism entrepreneurs, shortened the
distances traveled and the number of hours in the saddle from what was usual for domestic riders
experienced at long rides. C-1 likes her comfort and finds 3–5 hours in the saddle and traveling about
30 km optimal.
3.1.2. The Wide, Open Spaces
One of our respondents explains that as a rider, you are elevated, which affords a better overview
and brings into focus the landforms along the trail, whereas when hiking the flora is the immediate
experience (B-1). The same respondent summarized the experience in Keywords: “View/Wide
horizons—scent—speed/pace—movements/motion—trails/history—friend/connection”.
“It is best to ride away from other traffic and enjoy the landscapes; a good tour takes you through
different kinds of terrain over hill, over dale as it were” (C-1). C-2 agrees that riding along busy roads
is not interesting, particularly not with a herd of free running horses.
When explaining the constraints he feels in his region one of the horse farmers said “we don´t have
the wide open spaces that you have in Húnavatnssýslur and Skagafjörður, where you can have herds
of horses grazing” (A-3). A horse tourism entrepreneur considers himself fortunate in having enough
land to be able to give experienced riders a bit of mountain experience, while the less experienced stay
on the lowland trail (A-5).
The opportunity to range far and wide is seen as important for the horses, while it is also
cherished by humans. The horse farmers we interviewed maintained that it is an important element in
the training of horses in Iceland to let them stay in herds, that young animals learn from older animals
how to be in the land and how to socialize. We need to emphasize that “the horse is a clever animal,
as it can be when it is fostered in an environment where it must take care where and how to step and
becomes strong from running in the mountains” (A-6). A-12 a horse entrepreneur agrees the terrain
that makes the Icelandic horse so foot sure and reliable in different types of trails “it’s no asphalt tracks
here”. A-16 talks about the different quality of life for an Icelandic horse in Iceland and other countries
“To be a horse in this environment is like being born in Paradise and when you leave Paradise you
become just another horse”.
Her colleague A-7 agrees that the horse must have the freedom to run and roam “without the
human always tagging along”, that the horse must be allowed to be a horse, to be a herd animal
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and to be resilient and able to manage in nature without constant human interference. She feels
sorry for the big horses in other countries who have lost this connection to other horses and nature
“they are completely helpless, many of them and they can’t even be together. They are kept in cages
and cannot even meet other horses and such, I think it is terrible!” The owners need to be liberated as
well, she mentions a group of women she met overseas and “they had just been plodding along in
a riding hall in private lessons with an instructor—never went out to ride in the woods”.
All the horse farmers also maintain that herding and traveling with horses is part of the training,
claiming that it is not only important for the motor exercise but also in socializing the horse to run with
a herd. However, those living in the peri-urban and urban areas feel more hemmed in and constrained,
unable to give their horses the mountain experience that traditionally was so important. “You worry
all the time if you have suddenly ridden into a garden or a golf course!” A-13 says.
3.1.3. Experiencing Landforms with the Horse
The Rough Trail
When riding the respondents feel and adapt to the trail with the horse; “you try to follow the
motion of the horse, to merge with it—it’s not so easy to merge with the motions of a Land Rover!”
respondent B-1 says about riding rough trails. C-1 talks about working with the horse on the steep
track, shifting the weight to ease the ascent and descent for both parties as a kind of bonding. This is
however challenging and even unsafe for the inexperienced rider. One of the horse farmers we
interviewed explains why bringing visitors to gather sheep and horses in his area is not a good idea:
The land is difficult, there are creeks and you cannot cross wherever . . . and they often have
trouble getting the horses across the brooks and creeks. The land is steep and difficult—we need land
that is more flat for this! (A-3).
In one of our pilot interviews, an experienced rider shares the concern that tour groups cannot
handle all types of terrain: “I love crossing rivers and lakes, but you cannot plan for swimming the
horses when traveling in a group” (B-2). However, the rough terrain may entail different roles for the
equine travel companion; that of a packhorse and to assist hikers for instance with crossing rivers and
as a safety measure in case of exhaustion or injury. This is seen by some as an opportunity to develop
hiking in mountainous and difficult areas (A-3).
An important part of riding is experiencing how the horse understands and responds to the
land. C-2 points out that different kinds of surface and length of rides is chosen for different horses,
depending on their age, training conditions and preferred gaits. Young and unexperienced horses are
ridden for short distances and more experienced horses are used for longer and more challenging rides.
Many tales have been told of how horses have a keener sense of weather, better orientation and
are more adept at choosing the path than humans. C-1 has personal experience of this, leading her
unwilling horse into a bog that looked firm but the horse wanted to avoid. Needless to say, the horse
was right.
The Gentle Trail
“Of course it is bliss to ride soft mud trails in between (although neither in drought or rain) and
grassy riverbanks, not to mention the soft sands, but not only this type of land, it is absolutely essential
that the soil is varied but not so stony that horses hurt themselves” (B-2).
“But the best is riding shallow water on tidal sands, when the water reaches just above the hoof
and the sand is firm and the horses are frisky” (C-1).
3.1.4. The Natural Trail—Trailing Naturally
Many respondents mention freedom, not being constrained by a road, which is not always well
adapted to the landscape, and preferring old and traditional trails that follow the landforms more
naturally than new roads: “The old riding trails lie more naturally in the land, where it was most
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easily traveled. The trail gives you information that is not perhaps so obvious—the bog that it takes
you around may seem harmless, but why then did the trail go around?” (B-1). C-1 talks also about
this, “I like riding old trails made by hooves of horses and sheep on grasslands and moors. The riding
trails made now are not terribly interesting, they are too often just by roads with vehicle traffic and the
gravel and sand is sometimes really heavy and made for slow going. Sometimes good old mud trails
have been damaged with gravel, which I do not like, and it rather invites other traffic, motorbikes and
four-wheel drives. It is best to ride away from other traffic and enjoy the landscapes; a good tour takes
you through different kinds of terrain over hill, over dale as it were” (C-1).
The importance of avoiding the driving traffic is clearly indicated. B-2 prefers riding in the
highlands and mountainous areas: “It is best when the riding trail is mostly in uninhabited areas
and at least far away from asphalt and vehicle traffic. And that it affords you the opportunity to
explore—to learn about your land on the tour”. “I’m not excited about riding or herding horses next to
the highway” says A-20, horse farmer and trainer. C-2 also claims that riding on asphalt roads can be
harmful for horses and even riders as the asphalt is slippery particularly when it is wet. It is also bad
for the feet of the horses as it is a very hard substrate.
3.1.5. Human and Animal Impact—History in the Trail
“We would never have been able to settle this land if we hadn’t had the horse with us” Kjartan
A-14, horse tourism entrepreneur says about Icelanders. The connection with the land is not only
about landforms but also history “When you ride them you also experience the history in the land,
you understand better the connection between humans and nature and you understand nature better”
(B-1). “Great fun to think through and try out traditional, ancient riding trails. History matters” (B-2).
A-6 is a horse farmer and for her riding through parishes where only the old roads and the ruins
remain, is special and she believes very attractive for horse tourists as well. She uses gravel roads for
training her horses as the terrain around her farm is wetland and does not have a lot of old trails that
are still open but she thinks it would be interesting to reopen them.
C-1 is concerned when seeing new trails emerge in lava, destroying moss and prefers to hear the
crunch of the gravel on existing trails in such landscapes. However, “multiple paths side by side in
the tussocks don’t bother me; they just suggest that this is an old trail used by animals and people for
centuries even”.
3.2. The Economic Trail
The touristic value of riding trails further indicates an economic value of those trails. As riding
trails attract visitors, various services are being bought from locals in each region. Domestic riders
travel with big flocks of horses, commonly 3 to 8 horses per person. All horses need a place to
stay during the nights. In most cases, grass fields are being rented, but in the highland, hay has to
be bought. The human travelers also need accommodation, meals and different kinds of services.
Therefore, an attractive riding trail is likely to have economic effects on its community. Interviews
with tour operators and other operators of horse based businesses indicated that riding trails are
important infrastructure for their businesses and in fact a premise for their economic activities related
to horses, as riding trails are needed to train horses so they can be sold, prepared for the use of locals
and international visitors or shown as breeding horses. Those trails are also a premise for selling short
and long riding tours.
4. Discussion
The study indicates that trails are of a considerable importance for the experience of domestic
tourists traveling by horses in Iceland. The surface of the trails and its geographical surroundings are
commonly seen as vital affecting factors regarding the total experience of the riders. Companionship
with the horses and the human traveling companions were among affecting factors. The riding trail
and its surroundings was particularly emphasized as important for the total experience of the riders.
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The riders’ descriptions are romantic and winged. Even very “down-to-earth” people have a twinkle in
their eyes, a smile on their face and become romantic when describing the memory of riding a “good”
riding trail in a long riding tour.
The findings of the study support our definition of horse riders as casual geotourists and important
stakeholders in the conservation and use of geosites, such as riding trails and their surroundings.
Geosites have different kinds of values to different stakeholders. Scientific, educational, touristic,
cultural, heritage and scenic values have been described in recent studies [16,17,20]. The respondents
of this study clearly indicate that many of those values exists regarding riding trails.
B-1 and C-1 described a mixture of educational and cultural/heritage values of riding old riding
trails and how the horse-human relation is strengthened through the shared experience of negotiating
the terrain. In that way, the geosites or the riding trails along with the horses have an educational role
to the riders during the travel, and at the same time, traveling the ancient trails traveled for centuries
has cultural/heritage value.
Touristic value of both ancient trails and new trails is considerable, as those trails are being used
in touristic purposes both by domestic riders traveling on own horses and by foreign visitors traveling
with horse tourism businesses. The ancient trails are more preferred as they are commonly situated
away from motorized traffic. The touristic value of the trails is also mentioned by C-1 as she describes
how decisions about where to ride and what areas to visit are based on the quality of the riding
trails and how attractive they are to the riders. This is in line the findings of Blackwell et al. [36]
where improvement of trails and facilities showed to be likely to increase the number of revisits and
length of stay. Interestingly, despite the fact that riders prefer “improvements” of trails domestic and
international riders in Iceland do not highly emphasize the safety of riding trails. Riding interesting,
varied and suitable long riding trails seems to be of more importance to those riders [3], which might
be an indicator of the adventurous nature of the riding tours. For the international riders the geological
aspect of the trails may be exotic, and feel challenging for their skills as riders and may raise concerns
for the welfare of horses on these rough trails.
An increasing number of people have limited access to nature in their everyday life.
Ólafsdóttir [59] discusses the importance of ‘getting back to nature’ to deal with the strain and
stress of everyday life. The opportunity of using leisure riding in the same purpose is mentioned
by Cochrane and Dashper [37] where they describe leisure riding in open countryside as a way
“to remove themselves physically and emotionally from the stresses of everyday life”. The strongest
theme, regarding the value of enjoying a ride on a preferred riding trail can be defined as an emotional
value. Related to the emotional value, a romantic value can be defined. Most of the respondents
of this research become emotional/romantic when they describe their experience of riding a ‘good’
riding trail. They describe the experience as magnificent, celestial and invigorate. They also talk
about experiencing a whole new world, becoming part of the nature and the universe and getting into
seventh heaven. For those people the trail and its surroundings have an emotional value, which seems
to be of great importance for their total experience of the riding tour.
The importance of landscape for future development of equestrian tourism is apparent in the
findings of this study. Specific landforms are more preferred depending on the purpose of the riding
tour and the group of travelers. It can be argued that specific landforms or surface of trails can be
dangerous for unexperienced riders, but preferred by some of the more experienced riders, who are
out for more challenging conditions. This study reveals an undiscussed but important link between
landscape and future development possibilities of equestrian tourism where different landforms play
a significant role in product development in equestrian tourism and highly affect personal experience
of the riders.
As this is an initial attempt to link equestrian tourism and geotourism, the study has limitations
that call for further research. A stronger transdisciplinary focus is needed where geology and tourism
studies knowledge and method would be more equally applied, whereas this paper relies more on
tourism studies. It is our hope that this contribution will engender interest among geotourism and
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geoheritage researchers in equestrianism as an issue for further study. Furthermore, data collection
was limited to Iceland, which limits the generalizability of findings. An interesting avenue of research
would be a comparative study of different horse cultures and landscapes globally.
5. Conclusions
The delimitation of this study was domestic equestrian tourist experience on long rides in
Iceland. Previous research on international equestrian tourists on the same trails suggests a difference
in experience. For many of the international tourists the terrain, type of trail and the culture of
horsemanship in Iceland is exotic and may feel challenging both for riders and horses, although
the latter are native to the land. For both groups the sensory experience of the trail and of riding is
powerful and results in a high emotional value of traveling with horses on natural trails.
Furthermore, our research indicates that both domestic and international visitors spend
considerable amounts of money on their trips for accommodation, food and drink for people and
horses. These hotspots of economic activity on the riding trails, leave money trails of great and
potentially even greater importance to the rural areas and rural tourism in Iceland.
This study adds a new angle to the discussion on geosites by arguing that riding trails and its
surroundings can be defined as geosites. Further, this study suggests that trails do have different
kinds of values as other geosites. Recent studies suggest that geosites can have values such as touristic,
cultural, heritage, scientific and educational values. Additionally this study suggests that riding trails
can have both economic values and emotional value for its stakeholders.
The preference that the domestic riders have for natural trails, that is, trails made by animals,
traditional trails and trails away from other traffic, particularly motorized, has implications for geosite
management. As these domestic riders are also locals in the various areas and sites with designated
geoheritage, they represent one of the interests of the local communities that is access and freedom of
travel. Given the pressure on Icelandic geosites from increasing international tourism, it is likely that
conservation involves further restrictions on access. In the planning and preservation, the interests of
non-motorized domestic travelers such as horse riders are an important stakeholder and community
engagement issue.
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